Inspection note of EDME (Freight)/Rly Board at Sanatnagar (SNF)/SCR depot on 27.05.2013

CRSE/SCR and SrDME/Secunderabad were available

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. SNF Yard facilities

- There are four examination lines having two level lighting (Body level & Waist level), apart from Tower lights. Concrete pathways & welding points are provided.

2. Working Model for Load Sensing Device in SNF

- A working model has been made locally to check the functioning of Load Sensing Device of BLC/BLL rakes. This model is very useful for training also.

3. BCNHL rake check: One BCNHL rake booked for ROH from Shambhupura/WR to BZA was checked. SCR has modified one BCNHL rake with two-piece sliding door which is being closely monitored. SCR has also completed RDSO modification dated 15.10.2010 (Alteration 2) in 453 wagons. Further 1065 wagons built prior to July 2010 are to be modified.

4. BCNHL Twin Pipe rakes: SCR has completed twin pipe conversion of BCNHL wagons. All 56 BCNHL rakes of SCR are running with twin pipe.
5. **Model Depot:** It was suggested to CRSE that one Freight depot of SCR should be developed as Model depot with covered shed for train examination lines, adequate lighting, wide pathways, welding points, modern canteen etc.

6. **“C” category wagons:** In SCR daily figure of Unloadable “C” category wagons is being monitored in HQ. The number of “C” category NPOH wagons being sent to Rayanapadu Workshop has been drastically reduced by maximising open line repairs.

7. **Other items:** The Work of new sick line shed (PB no.547/08-09) was seen. Discussions on Freight matters were held with CME/SCR and DRM/Secunderabad.
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1. Sr PPS to MM for kind information of MM
2. PSO to AM (ME) for kind information of AM (ME)
3. All CMEs/ Zonal Railways
4. EDS(Wagon)/RDSO